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You’ll laugh. You’ll cry. You’ll write.She’s never taught a class in her life. But when the City of
Chicago calls on blind writer Beth Finke to teach a memoir-writing class for older adults, she
reluctantly agrees. What she learns about her students, their stories, and herself will move and
inspire you.Written the way Beth hears life, you will come to know and love Minerva, Wanda,
Hannelore, and the whole colorful cast of characters who build a community around Beth’s
classes.Generously sprinkled with excerpts in her students’ own voices, Beth’s book will
convince you to get your own stories down on paper while there’s still time.“Honest, lyrical, and
funny ... a beautifully-felt and deeply moving tribute to the ways sharing life stories can connect
us with others, and sometimes, with ourselves.”— Miriam E. Nelson, Ph.D.Bestselling author of
Strong Women Stay Young
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your stories in my writing classes.PrefaceI had to laugh. The woman who wrote a favorable
review of Long Time, No See in the Chicago Tribune back in 2003 had written three memoirs. I
loved her review, but who would think enough of themselves to write more than one memoir?
Well, the laugh is on me.Writing my first book gave me permission to work through losing my
sight. I came to realize that going blind was like going through a second adolescence. I felt
uncertain of myself. I wanted to be accepted. I wanted people to like me. And I was afraid I’d
never fit in. There was a lot to overcome, both internally and externally.So in the end, Long Time,
No See was about surviving. I’d made it. My husband had made it. Our marriage survived. Our
family was intact. As a fledgling writer, I was about to soar.But I soon learned that living blind is a
lot different from becoming blind. Take employment, for example. When I lost my sight, I lost my
job. This was a problem because, for lots of reasons, I needed to work. So I was primed and
ready when the fateful phone call that you’re going to read about came in 2004.My original
intention for this manuscript was to collect favorite writing prompts I’ve assigned over the years,
write my own 500-word essays on those topics, and compile them into a book to prove to my
writers that it can be done. But my editor is far more lenient with word count than I am and has
lifted my self-imposed word limit. And just like it so often goes with the writers in my memoir
classes, as I wrote, the crux of my story emerged. Having these older writers in my life is a gift. I
need to write about them. So here it is, my second memoir: Writing Out Loud, a story about what
all of us can learn...when we listen.Beth FinkeChicago, IllinoisApril 20171The Brown
EnvelopeLike so many other rules, I learned this one the hard way: if you’re far from the phone,
and you can’t see, never rush to answer it. I pick up on the fifth ring.It’s the commissioner of
Mayor Daley’s Department on Aging. Daley? Mayor Richard Daley? Mayor of Chicago? We’ve
only lived here a year. Does she have the right number?She goes on. She heard me give a
presentation the weekend before about my memoir, Long Time, No See. “Have any interest in
leading memoir-writing classes for senior citizens?”Me, teach? I loved school when I was a kid. I
respect good teachers. My sister Marilee is one of them, so was my mother-in-law. I like to think I
stay open to possibilities, but I respect the teaching profession too much to take this lightly. I’ve
never led a class in anything. And writing a memoir doesn’t qualify me to teach memoir
writing.The silence stretches between us, save the click, click, click of my Seeing Eye® dog’s
paws heading my way across the hardwood floor. Hanni thinks I’m standing there waiting for
her.The commissioner finally breaks in. “Need some time to think about it?” she asks, offering to
discuss it over lunch. Where do the people who work for the Daley machine eat lunch, I wonder?
I accept her invite.After small talk and egg salad sandwiches at a Chicago Loop diner, the
commissioner pulls something out of her bag.“I have the application right here,” she says,
drumming her fingers on what I guess is a big brown envelope.“It’s already filled out. You’ll do
great!”2Getting ThereMy Seeing Eye dog, Hanni, and I do a few trial runs from our Printers Row
neighborhood to the Chicago Cultural Center before the first day of class. It’s only been a year
since we moved here from Urbana, Illinois in 2003, and it is important to me to find my way to
class on my own. Blindness affects my every move, but out there in the streets of Chicago I’m



not really worried about getting hit by a car or accosted by a ne’er-do-well. I’m far more
concerned about people staring at me. Delusions of grandeur? Maybe, but I’m convinced they’re
out there, and I don’t want them to catch me making a mistake.So Hanni guides me downtown
on this beautiful October day to the Chicago Cultural Center, the neo-classical landmark building
that was originally the Chicago Public Library. From when I could still see, I remember its green-
veined marble walls, mosaic tiles, magnificent staircases, and Tiffany glass dome. And now
Hanni will be guiding me through the Cultural Center’s magnificent mahogany doors every
week.I’d written a short description for the eight-week class for my husband Mike to format. The
flyer identifies me as an NPR contributor and author of a memoir called Long Time, No See, but
it doesn’t come right out and advertise that the woman teaching the class is blind. I’d dropped
the flyer off at the front desk during one of my test runs and volunteers readily agreed to make
copies and plaster it all over the walls. “Here’s a class for anyone who’s been told, ‘You should
write a book!’” it reads. “‘Me, Myself, and I,’ taught by Beth Finke....” Was I really going to pull this
off, leading a memoir class for the City of Chicago?On our way to the first day of class, Hanni
looks ahead, makes a split-second decision, and darts left. Holding tight to her harness, I
sidestep along with her. My shoulders breeze by something as we needle our way down
Michigan Avenue. A tree? A lamppost? A person? Without being able to see, I have no idea
what we missed. I’m just glad we missed it.“That dog isn’t looking where he’s going!” a random
voice calls out from behind me. But what does the voice know? That’s just the way Hanni works.
She’s quick on her feet. A proud graduate of The Seeing Eye, class of December, 2001, Hanni –
her name rhymes with Bonnie – was taught to make quick decisions. She has to. That’s the only
way we can avoid collisions with pedestrians. With cars pulling out of parking garages. With taxis
turning right on red. With delivery trucks rushing out of blind alleys.The trip is less than a mile
from our apartment. Commuting by foot and paw, we sail down Michigan Avenue. Weaving
through the lunch crowd, we are right on time. Until we run into this guy.Okay, “run into” is not a
phrase a blind writer should use flippantly. We don’t actually run into him. More like he interrupts
our progress by calling out to us.“Beth! Hello! How you doan?” My confusion is obvious. An
accent. South American? African?“It’s Herman!” he finally announces. The “h” is silent. Air-Mann.
Like Thomas Mann, only different. Now I remember – a friend’s roommate married Air-Mann
after we graduated from college. A few weeks earlier we’d gotten reacquainted with the couple at
a party. Otherwise I’m sure he never would have recognized me on Michigan Avenue. I could see
when I was in college. Now I travel by dog.I thrust my hand out, hoping he’ll know to give it a
shake. He does.“Where you goan?” he asks.I tell him I’m teaching a writing class. “At the Cultural
Center,” my voice rings out. Loud enough for everyone passing by to overhear, I hope. I like the
picture. An accomplished teacher with her Seeing Eye dog, on her way to class. She’s stopping
on Michigan Avenue for a bit, talking to a handsome foreigner. I really have no idea what Air-
Mann looks like now, but I picture him handsome. Why think otherwise?“It’s my first day. Class
starts at 1:30,” I continue, turning my head towards the next intersection. A bit of body language I
still remember from my seeing days, meant to let Air-Mann know I need to get going.But Air-



Mann doesn’t notice. He wants to chat. About that nice party. About where he is working now.
About what time he’ll be meeting his wife after work tonight.Last time I looked in the mirror, I was
slim, trim, and 26 years old. But maybe body language has changed some since 1985, too? Air-
man isn’t reading my signals. I want to be at class very early today. I want to be seated, my dog
arranged underneath me, all set and looking like I have my act together if any students actually
arrive. But here’s the problem. I want to look like a woman with her act together on Michigan
Avenue, too. Interrupting Air-Mann, telling him right out loud that I need to get going, that would
expose me for what I am: an anxious amateur. With 40 whole minutes to travel two measly
blocks, I am still nervous about getting there on time.So I don’t interrupt Air-Mann. Hanni does,
though. Bored, she eases herself down to the pavement in a move that is deliberately slow, yet
dramatic enough to jiggle her harness and draw Air-Mann’s attention. I love that dog.“Lying down
on the job!” I joke, picking up her harness handle. “We’d better get going.”3Eyebrows Up“Hello?”
No answer.The classroom is empty when Hanni and I arrive. High ceilings echo our movement,
making the room feel bigger than it is. But Hanni and I have practiced this. We thread our way to
a seat at the table. I fish my memoir, Long Time, No See, out of my backpack and plunk it on the
table. With any luck, it has landed face up. A published book might lend me some credibility with
these senior citizens.I poke the button on my talking watch. “It’s one-seventeen-p-m.” Class
begins at 1:30. I should have brought Braille to read. Books on tape don’t work at times like this –
headphones prevent me from hearing what’s going on around me. I need to be aware if, by some
miracle, a senior shows up.A copy machine whirrs in a nearby office. Footsteps tread past my
room. Time trickles. No, it’s more annoying than that. It drips, like water from a broken faucet.The
vacant room comes as no surprise. Who would sign up for a writing class taught by someone
who didn’t know how to teach?I press my watch again. “It’s one-twenty-three-p-m.” Still just me
and Hanni. I bend down to pet her, and just as I place my hand behind my head to avoid
bumping it on the way up, the miracle happens. Seniors start showing up for class. All at once. At
first I’m startled by their arrival. Then I’m surprised at how happy I feel. Apparently they actually
believed the stuff they read on those posters.“My name is Beth,” I say, as chairs shuffle around.
Have they noticed the dog under the table? Do they know I can’t see them? I don’t know.“Is this
the writing class?” one of them asks. I sense skepticism.My sister Marilee learned at a teaching
seminar that if you talk with your eyebrows up you sound more positive. I decide to give
eyebrows-up a try. Throwing out a laugh, I say, “This is it! This is the writing class!”Eyebrows-up
works. The students stay.I ask them to introduce themselves. They have great names. Minerva.
Lita. Ida. Hannelore. Tom is the only man, and he has brought his wife along. Why? I don’t ask.
I’m just glad they are all here.By asking them to tell me a little bit about themselves, I learn that
these senior citizens have grown up on the South Side, in the suburbs, in St. Louis. One has a
master’s degree. Another never finished high school. A third completed her associate’s degree
at age 72. When Louise introduces herself, I have a little trouble understanding her. The puzzled
look on my face forces her to explain.“My tooth ith mything,” she says. She hadn’t been able to
get an appointment with a dentist before today, and she didn’t want to miss the first



class.“Ooooh. Does it hurt?” I ask.“No, it juth lookth terrible!” she says, all her sibilant sounds
lingering longer than they should. “I’m holding a Kleenecth in front of my mouth while I talk,” she
explains. I remind her that I won’t even notice how she looks. “I’m sure no one else here will
mind, either.” The class reassures her they won’t. Louise puts the Kleenex back in her purse.A
retired postal worker, Louise had gone to college in her 60s and studied theater. “I want to be an
actreth!” she announces. We would soon learn that Louise does indeed have a sense for the
dramatic.Missing teeth aside, one thing all of the students have in common? They are all writers.
Some have taken other writing classes. One woman retired from a career in journalism and PR,
for Pete’s sake.Act professional, I tell myself. Don’t let on. But I know I’m sunk. I thought I had one
– and only one – chance of getting away with this sham: the students all had to be naïve
beginners. But not this group.Deep breath. Eyebrows up again.My plan for our first meeting is to
show them how to dictate their memories into a tape recorder. The method had worked for me
when I recorded the rough draft of my own memoir from a hospital bed years ago, when I’d spent
months after my 26th birthday undergoing surgeries in a vain attempt to save my eyesight. A
hospital social worker suggested I record an audio journal, which I later transcribed with my
talking computer. Those tapes eventually led to Long Time, No See. So I knew it could work for
my seniors.I’d brought special five-minute-per-side tapes for them. “All you have to do is go
home, sit down with a recorder, and talk about what it was like getting to school in the winter.
What did you wear? How long was the walk? Who did you walk with? Where was the
school?“Let yourself go off on tangents at first,” I say. “What do you think of when you remember
those cold days? Long underwear? Mittens? The smell of your wet socks drying on the
radiator?” If the tape runs out, I tell them they should turn it around and start over again. “Keep
doing this until you finally get it down to five minutes,” I say, pointing out that one easy way to
accomplish this would be to devote the entire essay to one specific thing. “You’ll be amazed
what all can be said about long underwear.”I have it all worked out. My writers will bring their
tapes back to the next class. I’ll take the cassettes home, type up what I hear, bring the papers
back, and hand them out. “Look! You all wrote something!” I’ll say.I finish telling them about my
great idea, and the room falls quiet. They are riveted, I’m sure, by the thought of recording their
stories.But I’m wrong. They are simply being polite. The silence stretches between us, and then,
suddenly, they erupt in protest. “Our other writing teacher told us never to use cassette tapes. He
said we should only write!”I surrender. “Forget the tapes. Don’t talk about your walks to school,” I
tell them. “Write about them instead.”They fiddle with bags and briefcases. Nothing has been
said about class being over, but everyone is ready to leave. I’m about to stand up and give Hanni
the “outside!” command when I feel a gentle tap on my wrist.“It’s Minerva,” she says. “I’ll take one
of those cassettes.” I want to reach out and hug her, but in an attempt to maintain my
professional image, I reach for my backpack instead. Digging through my stuff, I find a tape and
hand it in her direction.“Do you need a recorder, too?” I ask, willing to lend mine to this woman
with the sweet, dignified voice.“No thank you,” she says, unzipping her handbag and sliding the
cassette inside. “I have one.”4Around the World with SylviaBack home, I start typing each



student’s name into my talking computer. “L-i-t-a,” I type, my computer parroting the letters as I
punch the keys. “Radio soap opera actress.” I do my best to list the names in the order they’d
been sitting around the table. Alice likes dogs. Olga writes poetry. Minerva took a cassette.
Hannelore has a German accent. Writing all this down helps me remember their names. And just
before Hanni and I head out for the second class, I listen to the list of names once more.As my
writers file in, they sit in the exact seats they’d been in the week before. That list I made?
Priceless! I wow them by calling each one by name when it is their turn to read aloud.They are a
good audience. Writers clap and cheer after each and every story. No one critiques, no one talks
about plot or character development. One comments on having had a similar experience walking
to school back in the day, another asks exactly where it was that the essay reader had grown up.
“Oh, yeah!” they laugh, recognizing the crossroads. “Remember the Regal Theater? Wasn’t that
near your school?”The class is right to applaud each essay. The stories are fascinating. A week
before, I had no idea what background each student came from, what color skin they had, how
old they were. Now their school stories tell all. Minerva, an 86-year-old African-American, grew
up on the South Side, long before Brown v. Board of Education. Hannelore grew up in Germany
and graduated from school there before World War II. Alice couldn’t remember any special
stories about getting to school on cold days, so she wrote a simple story about her childhood on
Chicago’s West Side instead.I make no comments on structure, grammar, point of view. I just
clap along with everyone else.Is this all there is to it? Just figure out a subject for them to write
about, assign things I want to hear about, then let them read? I can do this.“For next week, write
about a travel fiasco you’ve experienced,” I tell them, suggesting they do their best to remember
exactly how they felt at the moment their journey began to unravel. “Instead of just saying you
were tired, or you were angry at your husband or whatever, show your readers how you reacted.”
I suggest they end their essays with how they feel about that vacation now.Students show up to
our next class with travel stories about misplaced airline tickets, botched hotel reservations,
incompetent tour guides. These seniors are survivors. Rather than thinking of their travel trials as
crushing, they find them amusing.The stories are entertaining, and as a bonus, one of them –
about a flat tire – serves as a brilliant example of one of my so-called theories of good memoir
writing. Stories are more interesting if aspects of life – rationing during World War II, for example
– sneak into an essay. Georgia’s grandchildren might never pick up a “How World War II Affected
Us at Home” essay. But they – and maybe their grandchildren, too – will love her flat-tire-beach
story. And they’ll learn a lot about life during wartime, like how rubber was hard to come by.The
students enjoy hearing each other’s tales, clapping and cheering just like the week before.
Growing more comfortable with each other, they ask their fellow writers for more details and
brainstorm on how some might expand their written ideas. I am delighted, and starting to think
maybe, just maybe, I am actually qualified to lead this class after all.But then comes Sylvia’s turn
to read.Sylvia had the great fortune to travel around the world with her husband after they retired.
A trip around the world is, by nature, rife with fiasco. Sylvia wants to tell us about everything that
went wrong on their trip. Everything.“Our first stop was in Los Angeles. When we got to LAX,



which is the airport in Los Angeles, we phoned our daughter Laurel, Laurel is our youngest
daughter. We have four children, and they all got together to help us afford this wonderful trip on
which we were about to embark.”From there Sylvia gives us the name of each of her children,
how old each one is, where each one lives now, what each one does for a living. Sylvia has a
gift: she can read and read without ever looking up or needing a breath. We hear about how
many times she and her husband phoned Laurel, how they worried, tried again. And again. And
again. Finally they realized they’d been dialing the wrong number. They still laugh about it now.I
figure that is the end of the story. I am wrong.“We landed in Hawaii. The travel brochure had said,
quote, Hawaii is by far the most beautiful place you will ever lay eyes on, end of quote. And,
quote, once you arrive you will never want to leave, end of quote. The brochure was correct.
Hawaii is the most beautiful place I have ever seen in my entire life. Dick and I have returned to
the Aloha State many, many times and have never been disappointed. On that first trip we were
very surprised when a Hawaiian woman in a colorful muumuu met us in the airport and placed a
lei over Dick’s shoulders. When she put one over my head, though, the flowers caught on my
glasses. My glasses flew to the floor! I was worried. What would I do if my glasses had broken?
Lucky for me, they were okay. We still laugh to think about it now.”Sylvia continues with stories of
hairdos ruined in humidity, gestures misunderstood by people who couldn’t speak English,
rickshaw drivers overcharging them in Asia. Her grammar is flawless, her punctuation perfect.
The essay should have been riveting.And indeed, the non-stop reading does leave Sylvia’s
audience...breathless. Chairs creak. Papers rustle. A woman harrumphs. I hear it all. Sylvia does
not. She just keeps reading.I can feel the other students looking to me for help here. It isn’t their
job to stop her, it is mine. I am there to lead the class. I need to step in, show some
leadership.But I am a coward, sitting silently, hoping for a miracle. I assure myself I won’t have to
interrupt her – and everyone will still like me and think I am nice. Sylvia will come to the end of
her essay on her own. Any minute now.But the miracle doesn’t come. Each time her essay nears
a natural conclusion, a new travel fiasco erupts.Sylvia drones on. I keep quiet, and my silence
starts making me mad. Angry at myself, really. I don’t have the guts to stop her. I am letting down
the other students.Never one to readily admit fault, I cook up reasons to blame Sylvia. She is a
bad person, forcing me to do something a good person like me shouldn’t have to do: interrupt a
senior citizen. She is self-centered. She never pauses for a reaction from others, and even I can
tell she never looks up from her paper. She is insensitive. Any decent person would show more
respect to their fellow students.Self-righteous now, I continue building my case. A decent person
would not gloat about money and luxuries on a retirement trip. And half the students in the class
are widows. Does she have to mention her husband, her husband, her husband? And her
superiority over the Asian people she mentions in the story, those people who “couldn’t speak
English.”“Stop!” I blurt out. My voice is high-pitched, childish. Grasping for more composure, I
take a breath, start again, apologize for interrupting. “I am sorry, Sylvia. But you have gone on a
bit too long.”Sylvia is stunned, as if she’s been snapped out of a trance. Disappointed, too. “I
didn’t even get to Australia yet,” she says. “That’s the best part of the story.”The interruption is far



too late. I have managed to hurt Sylvia’s feelings, disappoint the rest of the class, and personally
feel like a shit. The delayed interruption also means that some students won’t have time to read
at all today. We need to vacate promptly; “Spanish for Seniors” meets in our room at 2:30.“Those
of you who didn’t get to read today, bring your travel essays again next week. I promise you’ll go
first,” I say. “And for next week, write about your fathers.” They must be wondering why they
should bother. They’ll never get to read their essays anyway.One student doesn’t know much
about her father. He worked all the time. “It’s not like today,” she says. “My grandson even
changes diapers,” another student chimes in.“Write about that, then,” I say. “Write about how
things have changed for fathers.”I hear a protest. “I don’t want to write about my father. I want to
write about my son.” Everyone sounds miffed. I sense a small rebellion brewing. “Go ahead and
write about your son,” I say, scrambling for Hanni’s harness handle to lead me out of there.
“That’ll be fine.”A student catches up with me on the way out. “I’m Georgia. You’re too nice in
class,” she says, grabbing my arm to slow me down. “When I signed up for this class I was
hoping for some helpful criticism. No one is going to learn anything if you don’t critique.”“I know,” I
tell her. She is right.“Do you want me to play bad cop?” she offers. “I’m happy to play bad cop to
your good cop.”I’m not sure I like that idea, but I thank her for the offer. “Maybe you should teach
the class,” I say, hoping she might actually take me up on the suggestion.Oh, no!” she laughs.
“I’m retired.”5Memory WalkHanni’s tail doesn’t wag once during our walk home down Michigan
Avenue. “You are an idiot,” I say. I am talking to myself. I never talk to myself. “Why did you agree
to do this? You have no idea what you are doing in that class. How can you face them next
week?”Hanni’s shoulders are slumped when I take her harness off, giving her permission to
“empty” at her favorite tree. Poor Hanni. She must think I am talking to her. Wasn’t it bad enough
that I had just disappointed a bunch of senior citizens? Now I am letting my Seeing Eye dog
down, too.A bowl of dog food, a romp with a squeak toy, and one belly rub later, and all my
scolding on the way home has been forgiven. Hanni guides me around on errands the next
morning as if nothing has happened. Seeing Eye dogs are forgiving, thank goodness.
Courageous, too. And smart. But MapQuest they ain’t. I don’t get up in the morning, say, “Hanni,
library!” and expect her to lead me there. I have to know where we’re going, how many blocks it
is, when to turn and when to stay straight. Hanni’s job is to pull me forward until we get to the end
of a block. She waits there while I listen to traffic. I’m the one who determines it’s our turn to go.
Depending on our destination, I command either “forward,” “left,” or “right.” She looks both ways,
confirming it’s safe to proceed, and we’re off.Chicago street crossings can be intense, but the
sidewalks in between are surprisingly easy. Especially the north-south ones downtown, where
the sidewalks are wide and aren’t interrupted by alleys or entryways to parking garages.On my
walk north on Michigan Avenue to our next class, I am able to do something I never could do
when using a white cane: daydream. Crossing Harrison, it occurs to me that students will be
reading essays about their fathers today. I would have had a hard time with this assignment
myself. I’m not sure I remember my father.Ed Finke came home sick from work on my third
birthday: December 23, 1961. Two weeks later he died of a heart attack.Congress Parkway. This



is our hardest street to cross. Four lanes, traffic going both ways, rushing in and out from the
suburbs. Lots of pedestrians cross here, though, so the traffic is forced to stop. Hanni and I go
with the flow, allowing me to think more about my dad. The heart attack. The ambulance arriving.
My mom, Flo, being told to wait in the kitchen. We kids were asleep, so a neighbor came to sit
with her. The paramedics went into the bedroom, then returned. Your husband has expired, they
told Flo. “I didn’t understand what they were saying,” she told me decades later. “I didn’t know
what that word meant, ‘expired.’”Van Buren Street. One-way traffic, going west. Not as well-
traveled as some other Chicago streets; an easy cross.Ed Finke’s death transformed his 45-year
old widow from a housewife to a working mom. I went with Flo to work, held her hand as we
walked to her job at a neighborhood bakery, played by myself in the back while she waited on
customers.Flo and I shared a bedroom, too. I can’t remember which room I slept in before I
moved in with my mom. And why did she want me in her room, anyway? Was she lonely?West
Jackson Boulevard. “Be careful at that corner,” my friend Bonita, a longtime Chicago resident,
has told me. “People get hit by buses there all the time.” Hanni stops at the curb at Jackson. I feel
pedestrians rushing past us. They’re crossing, but the traffic on Michigan hasn’t started yet.My
face betrays my confusion. That, or the guy next to me is a psychic. “It’s red, but there’s no
traffic,” the mind reader says. “We can go. You want my arm?”I tell him thanks, but I’m waiting for
them – I point to the traffic on Michigan – to go before I cross.“Okay,” he says. But it’s one of
those okays like “Okay, I tried to help you, but if you’re crazy enough to stand here all day, be my
guest.”When I hear the Michigan Avenue traffic start up, I say “Hanni, forward!” We’re off. “Good
girl!”I was seven when my mom switched from the bakery to an office job. Peeking out from the
covers of our double bed each morning, I’d watch her squeeze into a girdle, methodically unwind
and garter her support hose, and lean into a bra. Flo was not a complainer, but she did groan
about that girdle. I didn’t blame her. All that yanking and tugging and strapping in – the process
looked painful. When she slipped a dress over it all, though, it was like magic. She looked
beautiful. I was proud to watch her walk out the door, start the car, and take off for work each
morning. My sisters Marilee and Bev were left to shepherd me out the door in time to walk to
school with neighborhood friends.My voyeurism stopped when I started peeing in the bed at
night. Embarrassed about waking up wet, I’d throw off the covers and race to the bathroom to
change into dry pajamas. Flo would shove an old book, a stick, sometimes a wooden spoon,
under the wet spot to keep the sheet away from the mattress pad. It looked like a circus tent for
Barbies. You wouldn’t want to pull Barbie’s Malibu sports car up to that campsite, though, P-U!
The bedroom door was kept closed. I loved Flo for this, helping me keep my accidents a secret
from my older sisters. The Barbie tent would air out during the day, then be laundered after Flo
returned home from her office job.Friends assured Flo I’d grow out of it. My bedwetting was a
reaction to her new job, they told her. They said the change in routine must be affecting my
behavior. We didn’t know then that frequent urination and bedwetting are signs of undiagnosed
type 1, or juvenile diabetes. Months went by before I was diagnosed. And it wasn’t until some 20
years later, in 1985, that we’d find out that diabetes is the leading cause of blindness in working-



age adults.West Adams. The Art Institute is right across the street, so lots of kids. “Look at the
dog!” “What’s that thing on his back?” “Can I pet him?” A cop comes over and introduces herself.
“Wanna hand crossing?” I say yes and grab her elbow.We’re almost there. My mind flashes back
to the present, today’s class, what they’ll be reading. And what I’ve been writing.National Public
Radio had contacted me that week. Christopher Reeve died. “Is this something you have any
special interest in?” they asked. I did.So while my seniors were working on essays about their
fathers, I was working on one about Christopher Reeve, the promise of stem cell research, and
my hope that someday a cure would be found for chronic diseases like type 1 diabetes.We turn
left on Randolph. The homeless man selling StreetWise there calls out a hello. I use my free
hand to wave towards the sound of his voice. Hanni guides me up the stairs, lifts her nose to the
door handle, and we enter the Chicago Cultural Center. She darts right, left, then right again. No
need for me to know what obstacles she’s avoiding, I just hold on tight and trust her as she leads
me into the classroom.6Follow the WritingI know we’re in the right place when I hear one student
explode from her seat, “I heard you on the radio!”“You were great!”“Encore, encore!”“My
daughter called me, she heard it, too!”“Three cheers for Beth!”Heat rises to my cheeks. I am
blushing! I rub Hanni’s head, look toward her face, and stage whisper to her, “We must be in the
right room!” They all laugh. I laugh, too.The success of the Christopher Reeve essay I’d recorded
for NPR’s Morning Edition gives me the resolve to announce a new rule in class: no more than
500 words per essay.“And look! I’ve brought a timer for backup.” They seem to approve the old-
fashioned kitchen timer I discovered at our neighborhood hardware store. Mike had helped me
squeeze a dot of rubber cement onto its five-minute mark.“500 words. That’s how long my NPR
essays are. They say short essays help listeners to, you know, stay tuned.”They groan at the bad
joke, but seem perfectly fine with keeping their essays short. Especially Lita, who hadn’t been
able to read hers after we’d run out of time the week before. This week, she had arrived early to
claim the spot right next to mine. With nine empty chairs to choose from, Alice took the one right
next to Lita. My head was pretty big after my NPR appearance that week. I figured they’d come
early to nab a seat next to the teacher.I was wrong.Without giving it much thought, I’d been
having the writer on my left read first every week, followed by the writer next to them. I might
have been born at night, but it wasn’t last night. Students are starting to come early to get a good
place in line.Time to try something new. Ripping a sheet of paper into squares, I write a number
on each little piece, fold the shreds, place them in the small clean bowl I carry to give Hanni a
drink in a pinch, and pass it around. Each student picks a number.Eyebrows up in exaggerated
anticipation, I ask, “Who has number one? That’ll decide who reads first.” Two students answer.
Eyebrows down. My handwriting suffered after I lost my sight. My sixes look like zeros. My nines
look like zeros. And I guess my sevens look like ones.So back to the old method. The students
go around the table, introducing themselves aloud before they read so I’d know who – and where
– they are. Sylvia isn’t there. No one there to object to the 500-word rule. I’m relieved, yet sorry
my outburst has driven her away.The seniors who hadn’t been able to read their travel essays
the week before go first. After that we hear about fathers.Hannelore grew up in Germany and



learned English in her 20s when she landed in America. In her eighties now, she still has a
strong accent. The lyrical story she reads about her father mentions a private bathroom. They
were the first family in their neighborhood in Mannheim, Germany, to have one, and strangers
would come to their house to admire it. The other students are intrigued. “You should write more
about that,” one of them suggests. “Tell us more about that bathroom.” The idea had never
occurred to Hannelore before.Pretending surprise, I ask, “What? You never thought we’d want to
hear more about the bathroom in the house you grew up in?”“The house in which I grew up,
Beth,” she corrects me, feigning authority, then breaking into joyful laughter. Hannelore’s
knowledge of English grammar is far superior to that of her teacher. Or most of the other writers
in class, for that matter.Hannelore makes her opinions known, but she does so in such a
lighthearted way that it makes us laugh. Delighted with our questions about shiny porcelain and
hot, hot bath water, she can’t wait to get home and start writing.Minerva’s story mirrors mine.
She was the baby of her family, and her father died when she was young. His death wasn’t from
natural causes, though. He died in an accident, hit by a streetcar on his way home from
work.Olga’s father, a tailor, had emigrated from Poland.Ida’s father was strict. He never let his
daughters out of the house at night. Not even on Halloween. “He always made sure we had the
party at our house that night,” she laughs. “That way we wouldn’t beg him to let us out!”These
stories about fathers help explain how we ended up where we are now. With Sylvia gone, we
have time to discuss each piece. Not to talk about the writing, of course. To talk about the
experience.“What street car did your father take to work, Minerva?”“Oh, yeah, my dad took the
#7.”“Olga, did your father sew at home?”“Oh, you’re right! Milwaukee Avenue. All the tailors had
shops there.”“Ida, you mean you really couldn’t go out at night? Ever? You’re not kidding. He
really was a strict father.”There’s even time left at the end of class to discuss next week’s
assignment. Memories of Flo sticking that wooden spoon under the wet bedsheet so it’d lift off
the mattress pad and my questions of why I was still sharing a bed with my mother when I was
seven years old had been rattling around in my head. I want my students to write about the first
time they can remember having to change beds.“You mean the first time I changed my own
sheets?” Hannelore cackles.“No, no, no!” I say, laughing along with her. “I want you to think back
to the very first time you had to switch which bed you slept in. I’m guessing this happened when
a younger brother or sister was born, or a grandma died, or you had to move,” I say. “Not the first
time you went away to visit someone and slept in a different bed for a short while, or the first
vacation you remember taking. I mean the very first time you made a change that would last, and
you started sleeping in an entirely different bed. How did you feel about the move? Excited?
Angry? Scared? What made you feel that way?”I also ask them to describe the event that had
forced the change. “Give us the date of that event. If you can’t remember the specific date, give
us the year,” I say. “Besides what was going on in your family or personal life right then, what was
going on in the outside world? Mention that, too – it helps place your readers in time.”Above all, I
want my writers to be honest about their feelings. If a move to a new town required the switch in
sleeping quarters, and that move made them angry, excited, anxious, I want them to explain why.



“Say it in your own words, as if you were sitting at a table with a friend and telling him or her
about it.”I ask them to let their readers know how things worked out in the end. “Were you right to
be angry, excited, scared? Or did the move work out much differently than you
expected?”Hannelore won’t be following my “switching beds” assignment. She makes that clear
right away. “I’ll write about a cradle instead,” she announces.I am getting used to this. When I told
students to write about getting to school in the cold, Lita came back with a song. The week I
assigned “vacation fiascos,” Ida wrote about the Chinese classes she took after she retired. I do
not object. These students are 75, 88 and 90+ years old. They don’t have to take orders from
anyone anymore. Besides, we are learning that part of the joy of writing is finding out where it
leads you.7First Time in a New BedSylvia returns the next week.“Sorry I had to miss class, but
we were on vacation, visiting my daughter and our grandchildren. And just seeing them,
especially my one granddaughter, she just reminds me so much of my daughter as a child, I
wrote up a little something about her, and I can’t wait to read it for everybody.”I give her a
cheerful, “Welcome back!” And I really mean it.I start class by letting them know I’ve come up
with a new ritual to solve the which-writer-goes-first problem. Each writer will close their eyes,
fiddle through a zippered, woven cloth pouch the size of an iPhone, choose a Braille Scrabble®
tile, then ceremoniously pass the pouch to their neighbor. Whoever picks “A” reads their work
aloud first, then “B,” and so on. Letters on the tiles appear in print as well as Braille. “If you learn
to read Braille,” I tease, “you could cheat and pick the tile you want.”Fascination with the Braille
on the tiles keeps the writers from getting miffed about who has chosen “A” and who got “X.” We
don’t announce who will be the next one to read; the element of surprise keeps us all
listening.“I’m F!” Sylvia calls out after “E” finishes reading. I hear her shuffle her papers. Many
papers.Buoyed from the positive reaction to the Scrabble tiles, I stick my neck out and tell her
about the Christopher Reeve radio essay she’d missed, and how, after the positive response
that short radio essay had received, I’d decided to limit our word count to 500 words. “That’s five
minutes of reading,” I say.I’m ready for her objections – I’ve researched this. Experts recommend
people speak between 140 and 180 words a minute if they want to be understood clearly. Five
minutes gives each reader plenty of time.No comment from Sylvia. She just starts reading.Our
kitchen timer dings when five minutes are up. “Okay, you’ll have to end there.”“But I’m not done
yet!”“Remember our new rule?” My eyebrows are up. The other writers catch on.“I’m G!” Minerva
calls out. I love that woman. We all turn our attention to her, and Sylvia gives in.After Minerva,
Alice reads her essay about the day her family’s house burned. She was five years old. Her
father was away at work, but her mother was home and carried her out to safety. Assured her
daughter was safe, Alice’s mother went back in the house to save Alice’s baby brother. She
never came back.Alice ended up being raised by her father as an only child. She doesn’t shed a
tear while reading her piece to us. “That was the first time I ever remember switching which bed I
slept in,” she says. “Otherwise I probably would have never written about that.”81968My respect
for the writers in my class grows. They are, after all, older and wiser than I am, and they like
having plenty of room to interpret subjects in their own way.Knowing that many of the writers



were young adults in Chicago back then, I assign the topic “1968.” Few of them choose to write
about the Democratic convention that year. “We had jobs,” one of them scoffs. “We couldn’t take
off work to go downtown and bother with that mess.” Their essays definitely speak of the times,
though.From Tom’s essay we learn that he grew up on Chicago’s South Side, where he and his
wife were raising their three boys in 1968. Their oldest son would be starting high school that
year, and as Tom delicately puts it, the neighborhood was “changing.” Tuition was so high at the
Catholic high school that he and his wife opted to move their family to the suburbs.Gwen reads
next. She and her husband had also decided to move their family to a new house in 1968.“On
the day of the closing we took our sons out to see their new home,” she reads, explaining it was
located in the Rosemoor neighborhood on Chicago’s far South Side. “Our boys were excited to
have a larger home, although they didn’t want to leave their friends. My husband and I were
happy that the house had been vacated by the former owners and we had immediate
possession.”But Gwen’s husband called her at work the next day with disturbing news. Someone
had tossed a chemical into their house – the chemical simmered throughout the night, eventually
burning through the floor. A worker from People’s Gas Company who had been sent out to take a
final meter reading the next morning noticed the windows were all black from the smoke. He
called the fire department.“The fireman, who knew how to enter a burning house, told us that if
we had opened a door, the house would have exploded and been completely destroyed,” Gwen
writes. “We were completely unaware that we were the first Black family to move into that block.
Had we known, we would have skipped that area. I did not want to put my children in
danger.”Their three-year-old was afraid to enter the house, so the family moved into Gwen’s
brother’s attic for a few weeks until her husband decided it was time to clean up the house and
move in. He checked on it every evening during the process, hoping the culprits would
return.“But of course they didn’t,” Gwen reads. “And I was glad. I didn’t want a confrontation.”After
about a year, the family finally moved in. But Gwen tells us it took a long, long time before they
could relax in the house. “It seemed that every time we started feeling comfortable there, the
weather would turn humid and the smoke smell would seep down from the attic.” They lived
there for 20 years, and after the kids were grown they moved to the south suburbs.Gwen can
barely speak for sobbing, but as she nears the end of her essay, she straightens herself, catches
her breath, and finishes without a hint of anger or bitterness: “We cannot allow the actions of a
few to poison our minds and cause us to react in a manner that would be completely
contradictory to what Martin Luther King and other Black leaders have preached and marched
against.”When Gwen is finished reading, Tom says he thought that kind of thing had ended long
before then. He had no idea people were still burning houses down like that in 1968. A quiet
chorus of “uh huhs” rises from the other South-Siders in class. Gwen says she’d buried this
whole ordeal deep inside until I gave the assignment to write about 1968. “It all came back to me
then,” she says.Change of pace: Louise reads next. By now I know to expect that she didn’t
follow my assignment. She always writes on the same subject: her son. Each time it’s her turn to
read, she shifts in her chair and ceremoniously gathers her papers as if she’s about to give a



presidential address. Instead of the State of the Union, though, we hear about the state of her
clever son. Each piece is more dramatic than the last, and now that her tooth is fixed, she can
read with flourish.It didn’t take a psychic to read the other students’ thoughts. Oh no, they were
thinking. Here we go again, another essay about that son of hers, and Beth’s too chicken to tell
her to stick to the topic. Chairs would creak. Ida would harrumph. “Him again,” Alice would
mutter.This week is no different. Louise’s story gets off to a slow start, and in an effort to speed
things along, Lita picks up her papers and arranges them over and over. And over. And over.
Finally satisfied, she uses the tabletop to level the stack. It isn’t easy to hear Louise above the
din, but when her tone suddenly changes we all fall silent and listen.On what would be her last
day in class, Louise reads a different kind of story about her son. A son who suffered from
alcoholism. A son who, in his 30s, surrendered the battle and returned home to live with his
mama. A son who died at home, under her care, less than a year ago.The pack of Kleenex
Louise had used weeks ago to cover her missing tooth comes in handy once again. As she
concludes her essay, she begins to weep.In talks I give about memoir writing at conferences and
writers workshops, I evangelize about the power of writing, how it can be therapeutic, how
writing can help bring order and clarity to messy and chaotic lives. But the messy and chaotic
experiences in my own life can’t compare with the ones I am hearing about in class. I haven’t
buried a son. My mother did not die after rescuing me from a fire and returning for my baby
brother.The class is very still. Silence makes me nervous – I feel a compulsion to break it.
Searching desperately for a line from my “Writing as Therapy” speeches, I ask the writers who
shared stories of personal tragedy if getting those stories down on paper helped at all.Louise
doesn’t answer my question. She simply shoves the papers my way and says, “I want you to get
this one published.” I thank her, grab the sheets of paper, and stuff them in my bag.I turn to
another spot at the table. “How about you, Alice?” It has been weeks since we’d learned that a
house fire had killed her mother and baby brother. I ask her if writing about that had been
cathartic at all. When she doesn’t answer, I bite my tongue, resisting the temptation to break the
silence. “Yeah,” she finally says. And then, “I guess so,”Hardly convincing. “I guess it’s good to
have it in writing?” I ask. She concedes.Viewing her indifference as a sign she doesn’t want to
dig deeper, I turn to face the other students and remind them I can’t see Alice. “Can you tell from
looking at her that she was in a fire?”A chorus of no’s rings out. One woman says, “She’s
beautiful.”Alice seems pleased to hear that. She starts rolling up one of her blouse sleeves. “I still
have scars,” she says, showing them to the class.Taking this as my cue to assign a lighter topic, I
think quickly. Something about love, maybe. “How I Met Your Dad.” No, some of the women in the
class never married. Some don’t have children. And what would Tom write? I need something
more generic.“Okay, everybody ready?” I ask. “For next week, I need you to fill in the blank. The
assignment is: “How ___ and I Became Friends.”“You can fill in the blank with a thing if you want.
‘How Chocolate and I Became Friends.’ ‘How Chicago and I Became Friends.’ Or try writing
about a person: ‘How My Daughter-in-Law and I Became Friends.’ Fill in the blank.”To write this
one, I suggest they find a place to get comfortable. “Close your eyes and relax before writing



anything down,” I say, encouraging my writers to replace the noises of the outside world with the
sounds they might have been hearing when this friendship began. I want them to think of songs
from that time, what the weather was like when the friendship blossomed, how it felt to think
they’d made a new friend.“Then, and only then, open your eyes,” I say. “You’ll be ready to
write.”9ChangeJust for fun, I decide to switch things up a bit.As writers gather and search for
seats, I fumble through my backpack, distinguishing items by their texture: flimsy doggie pick-up
bags, hairbrush prongs, smooth leather wallet, strips of gum, cold metal house keys, skinny tube
of lipstick, sandpaper nail files, wrappers twisted around the hard candy I carry around in case of
low blood sugar. At long last, a Ziploc® bag full of loose change.“Pick a coin,” I instruct. My plan
is to explain next week’s assignment while the bag is going around the table. Silly me. I should
have anticipated how averse older adults can be to, well, change.One writer chooses a coin,
passes the bag.“What’s this?” the next writer says. “Where are the tiles?” She gives in, chooses
a coin, passes the bag.“What’s this?” the next writer asks. “Why are we picking pennies? What
happened to the tiles?” He passes the bag.“What am I supposed to do with this?” the next writer
asks. “Do I add a penny? I’m not sure I have a penny.”When the Ziploc bag comes back around, I
pull out our kitchen timer and turn the knob. The bell always gets their attention.
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RG, “Interesting tale of how her project came together. I thought this book might be a how-to, but
it was more of a slice of life, how the author managed to create a writing class despite being
blind. Her enthusiasm for the classes comes through every page, as well as the mutual love and
respect between her as teach and her students.”

Heidi Thorsen, “An engaging look at the memoirs from members of Chicago communities. With
honesty, humor, practicality, and spunky common sense, Beth puts real life in your hands with
each chapter of this heart-warming book. My admiration for Beth grew with each page. Creative
problem-solving used to deal with issues arising from living with blindness is something Beth
has perfected. Her enthusiasm for life jumps off of every page. However, Beth is not the focus
of this memoir sharing book. The participants in the classes she teaches are the stars as Beth
highlights interactions with her students’, their responses, hesitations, and triumphs arrived at by
participating in her memoir writing classes. Through Beth’s intuitive vision the reader meets a
rich diversity of individuals that make-up Chicago’s community. Meeting the real-life characters
of Beth’s classes and reading a sampling of their amazing life stories presents lessons in history
that a brick and mortar school does not provide. I loved meeting these very special people as
Beth shared her own stories entwined with the stories of her students. In keeping with her policy
of brevity, or 500 words, Beth doesn’t miss a detail. The book is thorough, informative, and very
easy to read. I found myself pondering the stories I read far longer than it took to read them and
found myself wanting to interact with all of her characters. While learning new ideas and life
styles, I also found commonality in briefs Beth would share as she keeps it real. Her writing is
authentic, warm, and engaging. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who loves
people, their stories, and new adventures.”

Mani Pavuluri, “Unique book like no other.... Beth Finke's book demonstrates so many facets of
how she enriches her life while she helps others do so alongside. The central theme that
resonated with me is her resilience, and her formidable will to stay positive, generative and
purposeful. Her writing stays close to the truth of how she wrestles with disappointments, but
surprisingly, nothing seems to bother her for too long! For, she finds ways to soar. Like all
humans, she enjoys empathy, strength and depth in the character of her senior writers, and
gives voice to their lifetime of experiences. She helps bring out stories depicting the diversity in
race, religion, ethnicity, culture, and socioeconomic status through history of times given the rich
and long lives led by the seniors. One thought that crossed my mind was linguistic skills or
vocabulary, high or low, did not seem to impact the substance of a good story by the senior
citizens- as illustrated by Beth in her book.Beth weaves in the story of her adaptation to
blindness and the hoops she has to jump through with iterations of seeing dogs as well as her
abundant accomplishments. Her participation with NPR and WBEZ story- telling is inspirational.



Having read books often set in NYC or elsewhere than in Chicago, I also enjoyed our "Second
city" being in lime light through her writing. I enjoyed the depiction of the senior writer Minerva.
Towards the end, as there are so many senior writers and their stories, I must admit that I lost
track of them as my mind had to switch from one story to the other as I kept at it. Overall, it is a
delight to read about the art of encouraging others who are finding fulfillment and human
connectivity through the art of writing mini autobiographies of 500 words. It is a unique book,
written by a unique woman, who refused to be trumped by blindness or any misfortune for that
matter. She, instead, used those as a source of challenges to overcome. She is a force of life.”

Hank L, “It's never too late..... I loved this book! It was such a beautiful blend of the author's own
experiences as a blind woman teaching memoir writing classes to seniors and her life
experience in general and the thoughtful essays contributed by her students in the course of
documenting their own life experiences. It is hard to imagine a more diverse group of people
from all walks of life coming together weekly to share their life stories. It is obvious from the
many close friendships that were forged by the experience that in addition to learning to write,
participants also learned much about the cultures and histories of their neighbors and about
respecting each other.”

Regan Burke, “A great book for your book club. Everything in this book is just plain lovely - the
laughs, the cries, the stories, the truth-telling. Beth Finke is an easy-to-read no hyperbole
storyteller. Her teaching abilities shine through the stories of her students. You will feel
compelled to sit down and start writing your own personal essays - and you'll be given foolproof
instructions on how to do it. A great book for your book club.”

Iliana Genkova, “Written from the heart. This is a collection of essays and as such it could be
enjoyed a little bit at a time. I, however, kept reading on and on. The stories are captivating, the
personalities colorful, and the language compelling. A gem of a read!”

M. K. Holly, “Fabulous Book. This book is fabulous!!! I loved the human (and dog)interactions.
The author does a great job ofweaving the senior's writing assignments and histories together
with her own essays and life experiences as a blind teacher/writer. Our society is so quick to
ignore our elder citizens and assume they have nothing left to contribute. This book shows how
wrong that assumption is. The senior writers' essays really are good. Their present lives and past
experiences are amazing. I highly recommend this book.”

Steve Ferkau, “Writing Out Loud - Beth Finke. I know the author, Beth, as a friend. I've always
thought she was a cool lady. Now I know much more about her and think she's a cooler lady.
I've seen and heard some of the people in her book speak - they are interesting and inspiring.
This is also an awesome introduction to writing short essays and possibly compiling them into
personal memoirs.  I truly enjoyed the read.”
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